Bangalore Association for Science Education

**Workshop for Teachers on COLOUR**

Planetarium is organizing a one-day workshop for teachers of High School on the theme of ‘COLOURS’. Various mechanisms in nature that lead to colourful phenomena are discussed and demonstrated through experiments.

**Eligibility**: Science Teachers of Class VIII to X

**Date**: July 18, 2013 (Thursday)

**Venue**: Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium
Sri. T Chowdaiah Road
High Grounds
Bangalore - 560 001

**Time**: 10:30 am to 3:30 pm

**Fee**: Rs.200/ - per head

**No. of participants**: 30

The participation should be confirmed by registering in the office. Further details may be obtained from Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium on 2237 9725 / 2226 6084.